Inventory for Glass Studio

Note: even though an item may be listed here, that does not guarantee it will be available. Items often move between all 10 studio spaces based on request. When preparing a class, notify studio staff of all items you will need, including those listed below, for the workshop, conference, or group event being held on campus.

Kilns:
2 Skutt clamshell kilns - with Glass Master controllers
  Skutt 1414 kiln
  Olympic 309 GFE with RTC-1000 controller
3 Evenheat small (hotbox) kilns
2 Arrow Springs AF 138 kilns with ASC3 digital controller
2 Arrow Springs AF1818 kilns with ASC3 digital controller
Paragon Glass Fusing Kiln - Model Fusion 16
Vcella kiln - Model CTS
Vcella kiln - Model 16
2 Rio Grande Enameling Kilns - Model SC2

Studio Equipment - Large
MK-101 Tile Saw
Skat Sandblasting Cabinet
Diamond Grinders
Gladstar Water-fed Grinding Wheel
8 sets of Morton Glass Cutting Systems
Taurus III Ring Saw
  Lap Wheel - with 14” discs
  Felker 4” tile wet saw
12 Lampworking Torches - Nortel Red Max
Oxygen tanks - 300 and 125
Smith Regulators - Oxygen and Propane
Hand-held pneumatic wet sanders with various wheels
Propane tanks - 100lb and 50lb
Shop Vac
Kiln shelves
2 Crock Pots

Studio Equipment - Small
11 Swing lamps with clamps
Assorted Ceramic molds
Assorted steel molds
Mortar and pestle
Steel rods for beadwork
Handled Mesh Sifters for Enamels (various mesh - 60, 80, 150, etc.)
Sifting pan companions
Various Strainers and sifters
Heat resistant gloves
Screen grates
Post firing racks
Racks and Trivets
Safety glasses and face shield
Enameling forks
Scrolling forks
Trowels
Wire and Brass Brushes
Various glass and metal containers
Copper tweezers and tongs